thank you
Thank you for purchasing this process from
lifecoachestoolbox.com
Life Coaches Toolbox is a collection of
160+ modern Life Coaching Processes to help you
reset your body, mind, heart or soul.
If you would like to purchase more processes and tools
to use with your coaching clients, or on yourself,
please visit lifecoachestoolbox.com
or email chemory@lifecoachestoolbox.com
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A big resource of NLP-based Life Coaching
strategies, processes, techniques, exercises, games,
question sets, scripts, rampages & affirmations
to help you overcome physical, mental, emotional
and spiritual challenges, Life Coaches Toolbox
is suitable for those who would like to do work
on their own, coaches, mentors, trainers and
managers who would like a ready-built Coaching
Toolkit and a go-to toolbox you can always
turn to as your next step in a crisis.

INSANITY:
DOING THE SAME THING

mental
exercises
The majority of the following exercises are
based

on

the

NLP

Big

Guns

and

Representational Systems, if you want to go
learn more about processes like these.

Fair warning, these processes are powerful! Youʼll
be surprised at how powerful.

OVER

& OVER

AGAIN

EXPECTING DIFFERENT

issues, a boyfriend that I was obsessed with and

RESULTS

So I swapped the characteristics mentally for

ALBERT EINSTEIN

When I was first studying NLP, I had two major
chocolate.

chocolate

and

lettuce,

and

make-yourself-hate-something
phone calls from my boyfriend.

I

did

process

the

on

To this day I still avoid phones, I even avoid

emails now. And I have an unnatural obsession

with lettuce, while I can go years without
chocolate.

I only ran each process once. Consider yourself
warned :)

Let a friend work with you and represent a coach or one or two of the parties

reality shifting

Use videos and photos as previously described to represent others

With reality shifting, youʼre basically play
acting scenarios and situations to find
closure, heal or release a spiritual,
emotional or mental tangle.
There are any number of variations and
ways you can use reality shifting to find
closure in relationships, and you can run
the processes completely on your own or
with a friend or three or four.
You can also do variations using props like
chairs and even photographs or photos with
simple editing.
If you are using props like chairs, simply
stand in the spot or sit on the chair
representing the person, settle for about a
minute, and then speak as if you were them.
Another very interesting way to use to use
reality shifting is to create anthropomorphic
personifications for emotions and issues
youʼre facing.
So for example you could have a
conversation with God, with love, the
energy of relationships, money, power,
success, failure, ambition, responsibility,
procrastination, your future lover, your
future children, people who have passed,
your guides... the list is absolutely endless.
Changing who you chat to and work with in
these conversations and processes can help
you
uncover
the
most
surprising
information at times.

Healing sentences

On your own you can finish the
unfinished conversations you have
rattling around in your head
Just talk to the person or
antphropomorphic representation of the
issue youʼre working with as if they
were there, sitting in front of you

You can also finish the
conversations from the other
personʼs point of view, speaking out
loud or in your head as if they were
answering you statement for
statement
It may sound silly, but it can be a very
satisfying exercise

Healing sentences are exactly that - the wonderful things we - and
other people - wish weʼd heard from the people around us.
When using healing sentences, itʼs useful if the receiving party says
something like thank you, I acknowledge what you have said and
appreciate it.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

love you
You matter to me
accept you
You belong with me
trust you
You have a home with me
welcome you
You are valued
trust you
Your love and affection are welcome
need you
You are cherished
enjoy you
You are my reason
appreciate you
You are a joy to be around
am in love with you
You bring joy and love
am your husband/wife/lover/mother/father/child and I accept you

Let a friend work with you and represent the coach of the couple in the scene
Be a consulting coach and discuss the situation as outsiders
Let a friend work with you and represent one or two people in the scenario

You can put two chairs in front of
you to represent you and the other
party and pretend you are a coach
giving the pair guidance
If you need to feel relief in a situation
between you and someone else, you
could try having yourself say healing
statement to the representation of
them, and them saying the same
statements to you

Use chairs to represent the others
If it helps, look at a photograph of the person while you are talking to them
If you are technically inclined, you might make a folder of pictures, one with the word
yes, one with the word no and with the word maybe on it, and flip to the picture that
most suits your needs while you are having the conversation
If your abilities extend to video editing, and you have a clip or three of the person, then
edit yourself three clips, one saying yes, one saying no and one saying maybe and play
each clip when appropriate
Because this is so close to reality, it can have a huge effect

reality shifting techniques
How to use a chair in reality shifting techniques.
Once you have the representation for the person or
personification in place, you can ask questions, have
conversations, use healing statements and even run whole
processes.

When using devices in reality shifting,
you use photos, audio and video if
you have it, as this makes for a very
powerful reality shifting experience
because it engages so many of your
senses.

Whether you are working with a friend or alone, you can
place chairs (or any object really) in certain positions to
represent people in the scenario.
As you are placing the chair or item, intend in your mind or
verbally out loud that this represents the person, and name
the person, and if relevant their relationship to you.

To begin with, you can use photos you
have of people on your devices to
create a stronger connection to each
representation. If someone else is
representing the person they can hold
the photo up in front of their face.

If youʼd like, if it works better for you, you can place a
photo of the person on the chair to help you maintain your
focus on that space representing that person.
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The same can be done for anthropomorphic personifications
like money, love, relationships or God.

If yo want to take it a step further,
then take three appropriate photos for
yes, no and maybe and edit the words
onto the photos, using that as a verbal
answer in yoru discussion with the
person.

When it is time for the person or personification represented by the
chair or item to contribute, answer questions or make statements or
healing sentences, you or your friend can simply step into that
position, stand in front of or on the chair or sit on the chair or item
that represents the person.
Take a moment or three to settle into feeling the person and then
just clear your mind and answer questions and say what you need to
say.
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The key to really connecting to the person is just surrendering and
getting your conscious mind and doubts out of the way.
If you are battling to connect to the person, you can imagine that
you climb into their skin like a bodysuit, zipping it closed in front of
you, going right over the top of your head.

YES

MAYBE

NO

If you have video content where the
person says those words you can play
that, or you can edit little yes, no and
maybe loops for someone if your
skills extend that far.
If you are going to go the video
editing route then itʼs worth looking
out for other key statements like I
accept you, I welcome you, you are
wanted and so on.

categories

Life Coaches Toolbox has a number of free
diagnostic tools and resources that coaches,
trainers, mentors and managers can use with
clients, or that you can use on your own.
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Affirmations
Anchoring
Belief Systems
BodyTalk Tapping
Boundary Setting
Building Trust
Chakras
Chinese Medicine
EFT Tapping
Eliminating Ego
Energy Work
Energetic Protection
Fear & Anxiety
Feeling Stuck
Fighting & Arguments
Focus & Motivation

Forgiveness
Gratitude & Appreciation
Generating Joy
Human Strategies
Inner Voice
Intuition
Keeping Your Cool
Manifestation
Mental Exercises
Physical Spaces
Relationship Rehab
Shifting Crises
Shock & Trauma
Meditations
Mudras
Writing Processes

